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SECTION-A

I Find axis,latus rectum, vertex and focus of the parabolauz * Zry * yz - 2x - L: 0.

ItTrace the conic 36xz + Z4xy * Zgyz - 72x + l26y * 81 : 0.

llt(a) Prove that the equation of the normal to the conic 1 = l- * e cos 0 at the point P

with vectorial a tesina
ngle a is ru+;;t = sin(0 - d) + esin0.

lll(b) Prove that the angle 0 between the lines represented by axz * Zltxy + byz - O

is given by tan t ='H#, where ar is the angle between the coordinate axes.

lv(a) Find the equation of the ellipse with axes as any pair of conjugate diameters.

!v(b) tf by any change of obtique axes, the expression oxz +'2W + byz changes to

a'xz +zh'xy *b'y',tnrno+l 
= 

zhrl.o"' 
-a'+b=' : 

2h'cosat'
(sin ar)z (sin ,V and

ab-hz a'b'-htz
*-,,, = ffi ,where a and o)' ate the inclinations of the two sets of axes. (3)
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SECTTON-B

V(a) Find the equation of two tangent planes to the sphere x2 + y2 * z2 = 9, which

passes through the line x + y = 6,x - 2z = 3.

V(b) P is a variable point on a given line and A, B, C are its projections on the axes.

Show that the sphere OABC passes through a fixed cilcle.

vl(a) Finci the equation of the sphere which touches the plane 3x * Zy - z + 2 : 0 at

the point P{1,-2,1) and also cuts orthoganally the

sphere x2 + yz * z2 - 4x * 6y * 4 - 0

Vl(b) A sphere of constant radius r passes through the origin O and cut the axes in A, B, C.

Prove that The centroid of the triangle ABC lies on the sphere 9(x2 + y2 + 22) = 4r2.

Vll(a) Find equation of right circular cone with vertex (2,-3,5), semivertical angle 30"

and whose axis makes make equal angle with coordinate axes. t
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Vll(b) show that the plane z = 0 cuts the enveroping cone of the sphere xz + y2 * zz - 1.1.

with vertex at (2,4,1) in a rectangular hyperbola.

vlll(a) Find equation of right circular cylinder of radius 2 whose axis passes through the
point (X, 2,3) and has the direction ratios (2,_3,6r.

vlll(b) Find the equation of the enveroping cyrinder of the sphere

x2 + y2 * zz - 2x * 4y* 1 = 0 whose generators are parallel tothe line
having direction ratios (.J,, 1, 1,).

sEcTtoN-C

lX(a) Provethattheequationof thetangenttotheconic l= L* ecosLatapointpwith

Vectorial angle a is1 = 66169 _ d) + e cos0

lX(b) Prove that lines ! = ?rltx * crand ! = ,Lzx* c2make equar angre with x-axis

if m1-l tTLz * Zmlm2cos ar = 0.

lX(c) Define Conic Section.

lX(d) Prove that equation of a circre with centre (h, k) and radius a is

xz +y2 *zxycoscd -z(h*kcos a)x-,(k+hcosa)y+hz +kz +zhkcoscd _az =o
where ar is the angle between the axes

lX (e).Find the centre of section of the sphere xz + yz * z2 =25 by the
planeZx+y+Zz=9.

lX (f).Find the rength of the tangent drawn from the point (1, _1, 3) to the sphere

3(xz + y2 + z) * 3x _ y * Zz * Z = 0

lX (g). Define right circular cone.

lx(h)'Find the equation of a right circular cylinder having axis, as z-axis and radius r

i2x I = 16)
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